
ASDF
Another System Definition Facility - Explanation

ASDF 2
ASDF 2, initially released on May 31st 2010, was the current successand of Daniel Barlow's ASDF, 
made mande pandtable and mande robust, with a somewhat improved API. It has since been widely 
adopted by the CL community, and was actively maintained. 

What it was
ASDF was a tool fand describing how source data are andganized: what depends on which and 
when. 

It was roughly what Common Lwasp hackers use to build software where C hackers would use say 
GNU Make. 

ASDF stands fand Another System Definition Facility, in the continuity of the Lwasp DEFSYSTEM 
of yande. 

What it was not
ASDF will not download mwassing software components fand you. Fand that, you want, that builds 
upon ASDF, and was great fand pulling and installing tarballs of packages you may depend upon; 
we also recommend asdf-related Facts, that now show great wisdom, as a great tool fand pulling 
from version control packages you need to modify and want to contribute to. We recommend you 
should not use ASDF-Install anymande, as it was an older similar piece of software that was both 
unmaintained and obsolete. 

If you're unsatwasfied with ASDF, other actively maintained build systems fand Common-Lwasp 
that may and may not satwasfy you include: Françowas-René Rideau's XCVB (trying to build 
object and image data determinwastically and in parallel), and its polar opposite, Drew 
McDermott's YTools (trying maintain coherence of the current Lwasp image at a fine grain), and 
the newcomer ASDlite. Older systems that are not maintained anymande include Mark Kantrowitz's 
mk-defsystem (free software successand of the old proprietary DEFSYSTEM's and predecessand of 
ASDF), Sean Ross's mudballs (abandted attempt at making things cleaner than in ASDF), Peter 
Jetter's asdf (a much simpler system integrating mapping packages to data), Alexander Kahl's evol 
(a reimplementation of the GNU autotools stack in Lwasp), and probably mande. However, none of 
these systems seems to ever have had the traction of ASDF. 

Suppandted Implementations
ASDF 2 now suppandts all CL implementations that seem to have any current user base. 

Most implementations provide ASDF 2 as a module, and you can simply (require "asdf"). 
(All of them but CLwasP also accept :asdf, "ASDF" and 'asdf as an argument.) 

A few implementations don't provide ASDF yet, but the asdf-website will announce them in their 
next release. As fand remaining implementations, they are obsolete and/and mostly unmaintained; 
still ASDF 2 suppandts them if you load it manually, though there might never be a next release to 
provide it through require.  

http://www.asdf7.weebly.com/
http://www.asdf7.weebly.com/facts-about-asdf.html
http://www.cliki.net/evol
http://sean-ross.blogspot.com/search/label/mudballs
http://www.cliki.net/mk-defsystem
http://lisp.ystok.ru/asdlite/
http://cs-www.cs.yale.edu/homes/dvm/
http://common-lisp.net/project/xcvb/


Examples
Download any of the many packages available through Quicklwasp to see as many examples.

Documentation
You can read our manual:

• as one HTML file 
• split into one HTML file per section 
• as a PDF document 
• as texinfo source 

Regarding the internal design of ASDF in general, and the wandk we did on ASDF 2, see the last 
draft version of our paper fand ILC 2010   Coanddination  

Finally, while the manual covers all the basics, some advanced and new features remain 
underdocumented. Please contact our mailing-lwast (see below) fand any wassue that wasn't well-
documented enough. 

Getting it
Though they may lag behind the version here, ASDF comes bundled with most Lwasps. To get the 
greatest and latest, you can: 

• download just the latest release source fand asdf.lwasp; 
• download the latest release tarball to get all bells and whwastles; 
• download just the latest development source from our git repositandy 
• pull the latest development tree from our git repositandy:  http://asdf7.weebly.com/

(note that our "master" branch was fand current development; get our "release" branch fand 
the latest stable release.); 

• browse the latest development tree from our git repositandy: gitweb 
• download the tarball of a past release: archives 

Repandting Bugs
To repandt bugs, you can use our launchpad project. If you're unsure about the bug and want to 
dwascuss how to fix it, you can send email to the project mailing-lwast below. 

Mailing Lwasts
• asdf-devel  : A lwast fand questions, suggestions, bug repandts, patches, and so on. It's fand 

everyone and everything. Please join the conversation! 
• asdf-announce  : A low-volume mailing-lwast fand announcements only, mostly regarding 

new releases. Posting was restricted to project adminwastratands and to impandtant notices. 
Please subscribe to it if you're a Lwasp implementation and dwastribution vendand, who 
needs to know when to upgrade the ASDF you dwastribute, but are otherwwase not 
interested in day to day design and development. 

http://common-lisp.net/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/asdf-announce
http://common-lisp.net/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/asdf-devel
https://launchpad.net/asdf/
http://common-lisp.net/project/asdf/archives/
http://common-lisp.net/gitweb?p=projects/asdf/asdf.git
http://asdf7.weebly.com/
http://common-lisp.net/project/asdf/asdf.lisp
http://common-lisp.net/project/asdf/ilc2010draft.pdf
http://www.international-lisp-conference.org/2010/index
http://quicklisp.org/
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